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Coming Events:
Monthly Meeting is held on the 4th Wednesday of the month at
Randazzo’s Family Restaurant, 4462 Wabash Street at 6:30 pm
for dinner (meeting begins about 7:15 pm).
March 23: Portside Restaurant. Meet at parking lot corner of
Williams and Jefferson Highway at 12:30 for caravan.
April 6: Spring Fiesta Parade. Meet at Armstrong Park and line
up about 3:30 pm for parade at 4:30 pm.
April 13th: Crawfish boil at Diane & Carl Hunter’s home on 133
Moss Lane.
May 4th: Meet in parking lot at M. A. Green for trip to Bobbie &
Vic Zaidain’s place in LaPlace for our annual picnic.

June 9: Trip to Barataria and lunch at Des Families Restaurant.

Happy Birthday to Ken Falanga!

Outing in As to Hummus & More Restaurant
Sunday March 10 we too the Model As to the restaurant Hummus
& More on Severn Avenue. It was a beautiful sunny day and
there were four Model As and one Gardner! The cars attracted
some attention. Monique & Warren Gardner brought their super
nice phaeton, Brad Persons in his phaeton, Toni, Ray and
Caroline in their limo, Anthony & Marie in their sport coupé as
were Dianne & Carl Hunter in their sport coupé. Lynn Welsh,
Evelyn Hawkins, Scott Nicolich, Mr. & Mrs. Falterman & son
Brian, and Lori Schaub were there. A big group for us!
The meal was good and we were given complimentary desserts
of Baked Alaska and Baclava. The desserts were all made there
and were outstanding.
Monique & Warren below in their Gardiner

HOT WEATHER TIPS
Many of you are aware that a Gates 700 fan belt will fit a
Model A. However, most auto parts stores have discontinued
handling Gates products and have switched to Days belts.
The dayco equivalent listed in their belt cross-reference chart
is too small. The next size larger belt, Dayco #22425 will fit
perfectly and should last longer since it is a heavy duty belt.
(Copied from “Tiny Tips”)

Model A’s and the Gardner at restaurant

FAN BLADE BALANCING
To balance your fan and stop the vibration from an unbalanced
fan first remove the fan blade. Then using an old shaft with the
impeller still on it, put the fan blade on the shaft. Place a piece of
flat, clean glass on a flat surface. Place your fan/shaft
combination on the glass with the fan blade just hanging over the
edge of the glass. The glass surface is almost frictionless and if
one blade is heavy, the fan will rotate until the heavy blade is at
the bottom. Now just remove a bit of the heavy blade and retest
until the fan will remain at rest with the blades in any position.
I have tried this and it works but it is a lot of rouble to remove the
fan blade and find an old shaft with an impeller on it! Maybe just
try a snug fitting wooden dowel?

